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Digitizing and Enhancing Photos
July 20, 2006

• We will focus on scanning and enhancing photos

• This includes prints, film and slides

•   Instructions also apply to digital photos imported directly from
your camera.

• We will only cover simple editing techniques -- the goal is to get
participants started with Photoshop Elements Editor.

• My slides are meant as a reference document -- lots of detail for
your reference when needed
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Starting Point

• In the April session we covered PhotoShop Elements 4.0 Organizer

• At this point we will assume you know how to:

• Establish a hierarchy of folders on your hard drive to store your
pictures.

• Set up your PhotoShop Organizer with a basic set of Tags.

• Develop a basic workflow for saving digital images in folders
and tagging them in PS Organizer.

• Install your Scanner with appropriate software drivers.
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Its All About Pixels

• Think of a pixel (picture element) as a dot with a unique color.

• If you fill an area with enough pixels the human eye will blend them
together and see a very nice picture.

• If there are not enough pixels in the area the human eye will see
ragged edges and lack of clarity.

• Whether you are scanning prints or film (or importing pictures from a
digital camera) you need sufficient pixels per square inch to make good
pictures.
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Basic Pixel Rules for Prints

• 300 Pixels per inch (PPI) is the gold standard for color prints.  Greater
pixel density does not visually enhance a picture.

• 200 PPI on good photo paper is enough to make an excellent print.

• 150 PPI is OK, but resolutions below this level are not good for prints.

• When I print from PhotoShop Elements 4.0, it issues a warning if the
print will have less than 200 PPI.
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PPI or DPI?

• Scanner software often indicates DPI (dots per inch) for scanning rather
than PPI.  Technically this is correct but its no different than PPI.

•  Printers state their resolution such as 4800 x 1200 DPI.  Since it takes
more than one dot to make a pixel, these numbers only indicate that the
printer can print at very good resolutions.

• Don’t worry about DPI versus PPI.  For all practical purposes they
are the same.
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Pixel Math

• If you scan a 1”x1” slide and want to make an 8”x10” print you
will need 2 - 3,000,000 pixels.  Scanning at 1600 PPI gives you
(1600 x1600 = ) 2.6 megapixels.

If you scan a 4”x6” print at 300 PPI, you will
have just over 2 mp available to make a print

If you don’t crop the
picture, you can enlarge
the 4”x6” print scanned at
300 PPI to 8”x10” with
acceptable results.

You can crop the 4”x6” picture scanned at
300 PPI by 50% and still have about
1,000,000 pixels -- enough for a very good
4”x6” print Note: A 3.2 megapixel

camera will take pictures that
look very good when printed
as 8”x10”.

Print Quality Best Possible
300 PPI

Very Good
200 PPI

Acceptable
150 PPI

Pixels per Sq Inch          90,000 40,000 22,500
Pixels in 4”x6” Picture 2.16 mp 960,000 540,000
Pixels in 5”x7” Picture 3.15 mp 1.4 mp 780,000
Pixels in 8”x10” Picture 7.2 mp 3.2 mp 1.8 mp
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Basic Scanning Rules
• If you want to make prints, scan so that your finished digital image
will have at least 200 PPI

• If you scan a 4” x 6” picture and plan to enlarge it to 8”x10” you
are tripling the surface area.  You will need to scan at 600 PPI to
achieve a resolution of 200 PPI.

• If you scan a picture at 300 PPI you can crop it by 30% and
reprint it at the original size with very good results.

• If you want to crop the picture severely or significantly enlarge
the finished print size, you should scan at resolutions higher than
300 PPI.

•  Resolution is not a precise number.  Just target for 200 PPI or so in
your finished prints.
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Pixels on a Monitor
Why do pictures with many fewer pixels look great on a computer screen?

• A pixel is a small dot with a unique color.  A monitor reproduces that
color very accurately with a single dot.  A picture of 800 x600 pixels
(480,000 pixels) will give a very nice rendition on your monitor.

• Scanning a 6”x4” inch photo at 140 PPI gives  (6 inches x 140
PPI) x (4 inches x 140 PPI) = 840 x 560 pixels which fills a
monitor screen set at 800x600.  Today’s screens are typically 17”
diagonal which is a lot of square inches!

• Pixels on photo paper do not have the same visual impact as
pixels on a monitor.  For the same surface area, it takes more
pixels to make prints look good.

• Set your scanner to scan at 300 PPI or more for good prints.  It’s
easy to “dumb down” a picture down for viewing on monitors.
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Importing From Scanner

Open PS Editor and
select “File” and
“Import.”

My scanner is Epson
3490 so I select that
one.

I use PhotoShop Editor
to import pictures from
my Scanner (EPSON
3490 Photo). PS Editor
opens the TWAIN
software which runs the
Scanner.
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Scanner Settings for Prints

This is Epson TWAIN
Software, other brands
have similar settings.

Reflective means pictures,
documents, etc.  Not film.

Choices are Photo or
document

Select 24-bit color for photos

I chose 300 dpi for this print
since I don’t want to enlarge
it substantially.
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Scan Multiple Pictures to Save Time

Don’t worry about
being straight or
picture orientation.
That will be fixed in
PS Editor.
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Divide the Scanned Photos

The “Divide
Scanned Photos”
command
separates and
straightens the
pictures.

Note:  The
command
“Divide Scanned
Photos” is not
available in the
Quick Fix Editor.
You must open
the Standard
Editor.

Be sure you have selected
Standard Editor for this
process.
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Photos Are Ready for Editing

Pictures have
been
separated and
straightened.
See the results
in the Palette
bin.

Note:  I
have
switched
back to the
Quick Fix
mode.

Rotate the
picture for
viewing

Note:  It’s a good idea to save your raw scanned image before
beginning the editing process.
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Workflow Alternatives

Consider saving the original scanned image before editing.
There are two basic alternatives:

1.  Just save it to a separate folder for “raw scans” and
save the edited picture in a different location. Give the
files similar names so you can identify them later.

2. Use the “Version Set” feature of PS Organizer to link
the raw scan and the finished picture.  (See next slide)
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Using Version Set (Optional)

Save the raw scanned version and
include it in PS Organizer. When
you are finished editing, you will
have an option to “Save in
Version Set with Original.”

This will link the edited version
to the original scanned version
and display a stack of pictures in
PS Organizer with the edited
version on top.

The actual files are stored
separately wherever you saved
them.
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PS Organizer View of Version Sets

There is a little icon shown
which indicates this picture is
“stacked.”  If you right click on
the picture, select “Version
Set,” select “Reveal Items in
Version Set” -- you can see the
original as well as the edited
version.
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Use PS Editor to
Crop the Picture to Desired Size

Click on
crop Tool

Set desired
dimensions

Use your mouse to define
the desired area to be
retained. Right click to
finish the cropping process.
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After Cropping Enlarge Picture to Full Screen
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Check Image Resolution

Cropping the picture
and expanding back to
the 4”x6” dimension
reduced the resolution
to just under 200 PPI.
Click on “Image”,
“Resize” to view this
box.
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What if Resolution is Lower Than Desired?

If you need more Pixels Per Inch you have four choices:

• Reduce the finished print size e.g. specify 5”x7” rather than
8”x10”.

• Reduce the amount of cropping.  (Press Ctrl-Z to undo the
prior cropping steps.)

• Rescan your picture at a higher PPI setting.

• Let PhotoShop Editor resample the picture to add pixels.
This action is available in the Image Size drop down box
shown on the previous slide. (Try to avoid doing this since
the results are questionable.)
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Enhance Using Auto Levels

Auto Levels is
PS Editor’s
best attempt at
improving the
color, lighting
and contrast.
Note the color
in the picture
has improved
significantly.
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Compare Before & After

Select View:
Before and After
to see results.
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Try Smart Fix for More Control of
Enhancement

Drag the Smart
Fix Slider bar
to achieve a
range of
enhancements.

You can also
adjust
lighting, color
and sharpness
from the
sliders on the
right (In the
Quick Fix
Mode).
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Finished Results

Original Scanned Picture Picture after Minor Editing
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File Saving Options
I typically save my files in
JPEG format.  I use the
year and month in the
filename to ensure the date
is recorded.

If you save the files as PSD
format, you can undo all of
the editing steps one by
one. But the files are very
large and Windows
Explorer will not display
them as thumbnails.

Note:  The Editor will automatically
include the saved picture in your
Organizer.  This is the Catalog last
used.
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Scanning Slides and Film

• Your scanner must have a backlight to scan slides and film.

• Flatbed scanners like mine do a decent job but they are extremely slow

• If you want to scan a large batch of slides, consider sending them to an
outside service.

• Most professional processors scan at 1600 - 2000 PPI and use special
software that removes dust and scratches.

• They will return TIFF images (uncompressed format) of about 16mb each or
JPEG’s compressed to any level you desire.

• Cost is approximately 50 cents per slide or negative.
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Scanning Slides and Film
Change
software
settings to
accept slide
scanning
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Edit Slide As Needed

This slide
was badly
discolored.
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PPI After Cropping
I cropped the picture a
little and then set the
finished print size to
be 10”x8”.

After scanning the slide
at 1800 PPI, I want to
check the Resolution.
If I want a print size of
10”x8” the resolution
will be about 175 PPI.
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PS Editor Greatly Improves the Picture

Original Slide Scan Retouched with PS Editor

Since we have ~175 PPI resolution at 10”x8”, we can
make an excellent print up to that size.
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Easy Way to Email Pictures

• Often I like to email  some pictures to friends for viewing only on
the computer

• Since my camera photos are high resolution, file sizes are around 2
mb

• Sending 10 photos at 2 mb each takes quite a while and is an
overkill for just viewing on the computer screen

• Many ways to resize photos for email and one of the easiest is to
use Windows Explorer in Win XP
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Select Pictures and Right Click

Highlight
Pictures to
send and
Right Click

Drag your
mouse over
“Send To”
and Left
click on
“Mail
Recipient”
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Select the Pixel Size

Select how large you want the pictures to
appear on the email screen.
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Send Your Email
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Email Received

Note:  The attached files are quite small and the pictures will
appear in the body of the email.
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Where Do We Go From Here?

• Using Advanced Photo Editing Techniques, e.g. clone tool, filters, layers, etc.
(Paint out flashes in eyeglasses, remove dust and scratches, enhance selected
parts of photos, etc.)

• Working with old Black & White Photos

• Making slide shows to display on computer or television

• Presentations from participants about their projects and results

• Converting 8mm and Super 8mm film to DVD

• Video Editing

• Making collages, etc for Scrapbooks


